THERE IS NO

ONE APP
EXPERIENCE
TO RULE THEM ALL

Asia is made up of many different Asias, and there is no
single app experience that can satisfy them.
Today, apps hold the key to unlocking business success.
Did you know that 93% of Fortune 100 Companies offer
apps1? This is especially so in Asia. By 2020, the region
will see…

4.7 billion 187
billion
app downloads

mobile subscribers2

3

However, understanding Asia Pacific’s diverse digital generation is a massive task. We spoke to 3,757
app users to get a better grasp on their attitudes and perception towards app usage.
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We discovered that everything, from demographics
to countries to app types, lies on the Curve of
Convenience, the trade-off between security and
convenience. Understanding where they lie is key
to better grasp their needs and wants, and deliver
the right user experiences.

ASIA IS A MYRIAD OF PERSONALITIES
Our Curve of Convenience research reveals many different personalities when it comes
to app usage, behavior, and attitudes towards security.

THE INDIFFERENT
On the fence about what they value, and the least
satisfied with their app experience
As compared to the Asia Pacific average, Hong kongers are

50%

more likely to be unsatisfied
with app features

THE GUARDED
Highly value security over convenience and are less
open to new technologies
As compared to the Asia Pacific average, Singaporeans are

46%

more likely to stop using
a compromised app

THE VOYAGERS
Mobile first, they value convenience over security
and are open to new technology
As compared to the Asia Pacific average, Indians are

26%

more likely to pick
convenience over security

THE TRENDSETTERS
They are able to find a balance between keenness to try new
tech and emphasis on security
As compared to the Asia Pacific average, Chinese are

40%
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more likely to desire new technologies
such as AR/VR, chatbots and other
enhanced engagements

WITHOUT

TRUST,

YOU CAN’T HAVE A HAPPY
(APP) RELATIONSHIP
Trust and security are top factors to keep users happy.
Today, apps hold the key to unlocking business success.
Did you know that 93% of Fortune 100 Companies offer
apps1? This is especially so in Asia. By 2020, the region
will see…

4.7 billion

mobile subscribers2

187
billion
app downloads
3

Understanding Asia Pacific’s diverse digital generation is a massive task. We spoke to 3,757 app users
across 7 countries to learn what about apps that make them happy and wanting more.
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We discovered that everything, from demographics
to countries to app types, lies on the Curve of
Convenience, the trade-off between security and
convenience. Understanding where they lie is key
to better grasp their needs and wants, and deliver
the right user experiences.
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THE INDIFFERENT

THE GUARDED

THE VOYAGERS

THE TRENDSETTERS

ASIANS VALUE SECURITY
IN THEIR APP EXPERIENCES
Asians prioritize security over convenience, but at varying degrees.
The Guarded, who are digitally mature, place security above all
else. However, the mobile-first Voyagers have an experience
first, security second mindset.

73%

Of Singaporeans will drop an app
when data security is compromised,
26% more than the regional average

53%

Of respondents in Asia Pacific
prioritize security over convenience

50%

Of respondents in India, Indonesia
and the Philippines prioritize security

DO ASIANS TRUST THEIR APPS?
Despite the scrutiny over Social Networks’ use of personal data
and vulnerability to hacks, users remain unfazed. We continue to
access our favorite apps without thinking twice about the
security implications—or perhaps we’re simply unaware of
how vulnerable they are.

6

months

135
million

compromised users
via social networks

Yet...

60%

use social networks
multiple times a day

Social networks remain the

#2

most trusted app type
in Asia Pacific

As one of the most socially savvy nations,
Indonesia is
more likely to trust social
networks with personal
details and experiences

58%
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APP OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE ASIA PACIFIC

We are always on our apps, from the moment we wake
to when we turn off for the day. But are we really
satisfied with our use?
Today, apps hold the key to unlocking business success.
Did you know that 93% of Fortune 100 Companies offer
apps1? This is especially so in Asia. By 2020, the region
will see…

4.7 billion

mobile subscribers2

187
billion
app downloads
3

Understanding Asia Pacific’s diverse digital generation is a massive task. We spoke to 3,757 app users
across 7 countries to learn what about apps that make them happy and wanting more.
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We discovered that everything, from demographics
to countries to app types, lies on the Curve of
Convenience, the trade-off between security and
convenience. Understanding where they lie is key
to better grasp their needs and wants, and deliver
the right user experiences.
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THE GUARDED

THE INDIFFERENT

THE VOYAGERS

THE TRENDSETTERS

ARE ASIANS SATISFIED WITH
THEIR CURRENT APP EXPERIENCES?
Worryingly, only less than half of Asia Pacific are. This shows how much more businesses

need to do to bridge the gap between expectations and reality to deliver the desired app experience
users want. On a scale of satisfaction…

Hong Kong users are

50%
less satisfied
with app features
compared to the rest
of Asia Pacific

A whopping

Filipinos are

57%
in Asia Pacific

22%
more likely

are unsatisfied with their
overall app experience

to be satisfied with
app features
compared to the
rest of Asia Pacific

WHAT DO ASIANS
WANT IN THE FUTURE?
Nothing futuristic, it seems. Users across the region are generally more
conservative about embracing new technologies, demanding more
secured experiences instead.

46%
Just

20%

Asia Pacific users
chose security as the
key feature they want
in the next five years

cited QR codes and
biometric features
as important in their
app experience

Only

16%

are keen to explore
new technologies
such as AR/VR

Singaporean users are
VERY conservative
They are

16%
less excited

than the Asia Pacific
average for a futuristic
app feature

China users are the most
advanced and futuristic
They are

72%

They are

40%
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more likely to want digital
realities in the next five years

more likely to want advanced
features like digital realities
and engagements

